Ransomes famous Gang Mowers are to be seen cutting racecourses, public parks, golf courses and playing fields throughout the world.

SPORTCUTTER for producing a fine finish on fairways, sportsgrounds and parks.

MAGNA for airfields, orchards and pastures.

MOUNTED TRIPLE for special manoeuvrability. Units can be instantly raised or lowered by fingertip control from the operator's seat. Sportcutter or Magna units may be fitted.

For illustrated literature contact your Ransomes Distributor or write to:

RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES LTD · IPSWICH
BUYERS' GUIDE

BUNKER DRESSER

CLINKER. ETC.
FRANK KEEF, Ltd., 82-84 North End, Croydon, Surrey.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

CONTRACTORS
GILLIAM & Co. Ltd., Purley, Surrey.
J. R. STUTT Ltd., Canford Cliffs, Bournemouth.

EQUIPMENT SERVICING
GROSVENOR ENGINEERING CO., Manningham, Bradford, Yorks.
RELIP & KENDALL. 406 Brighton Rd., S. Croydon, Surrey.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

FERTILISERS
CANNOCK AGRICULTURAL CO., Ltd., Cannock, Staffs.
Fisons, Ltd., Harvest House, Felixstowe, Suffolk.
F. KEEP, Ltd., 82-84 North End, Croydon, Surrey.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
STEWARD & CO., Seedsmen Ltd., Edinburgh, 2.
SUTTON & SONS, Ltd., Reading.

FUNGUS CONTROL
CANNOCK AGRICULTURAL CO., Ltd., Cannock, Staffs.
MAY & BAKER, Ltd., Dagenham, Essex.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
SUTTON & SONS, Ltd., Reading.

GOLF TEE MATS
UNIVERSAL MAT CO., Ltd., Tileyard Road, London, N.7.

GRASS SEEDS
CANNOCK AGRICULTURAL CO., Ltd., Cannock, Staffs.
F. KEEP, Ltd., 82-84 North End, Croydon, Surrey.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
STEWARD & CO., Seedsmen Ltd., Edinburgh, 2.
SUTTON & SONS, Ltd., Reading.

GREENKEEPERS TOOLS & COURSE EQUIPMENT
H. PATTISSON & CO., Ltd., Stanmore, Middlesex.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
STEWARD & CO., Seedsmen Ltd., Edinburgh, 2.

INSECTICIDES
CANNOCK AGRICULTURAL CO., Ltd., Cannock, Staffs.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

LEAD ARSENATE
F. KEEP, Ltd., 82-84 North End, Croydon, Surrey.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

ENQUIRY BUREAU.—The Editor desires to point out that he will be pleased to answer enquiries from our readers, and forward to them the name and address of the manufacturer or supplier of any particular proprietary article or product used in the construction, maintenance and upkeep of a golf course. Enquiries are coming in from greenkeepers asking for such information. They may, for example, know the trade name of the article or product they wish to purchase, but may not be conversant with the name and address of the actual manufacturer or supplier. The Enquiry Bureau will gladly supply this information, and thus enable the greenkeeper to contact the manufacturer or supplier direct.

TO MANUFACTURERS.—In order that our information may be kept constantly up to date, manufacturers or suppliers are requested to forward their latest trade lists, catalogues, and any other confidential information regarding their products. By so doing the Bureau will be able to function to the mutual benefit of all concerned.

TRADE REVIEWS.—The Editor will be pleased to arrange to devote space in our editorial columns to a review of our advertisers' products, etc. Will advertisers please forward details for this purpose.

LOAMS & MANURES
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

MOWER ENGINEERS
RELIP & KENDALL. 406 Brighton Road, S. Croydon, Surrey.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

MOWERS
A. C. BANKS & CO., 149 Copse Hill, Wimbledon, S.W.20
BRADLEY'S, Leeds Rd., West Arlley, nr. Wakefield, Yorks.
GROSVENOR ENGINEERING CO., Manningham, Bradford.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
H. PATTISSON & CO., Ltd., Stanmore, Middlesex.
C. H. PUGH, Ltd., P.O. Box 256, Acto Works, Birmingham, 9.
RANSOMES, SIMS & JEFFERIES, Ltd., Orwell Works, Ipswich, Suffolk.

PEAT
ECLIPSE PEAT CO., Ltd., Ashcott, Somerset.

SEA SAND
F. KEEP, Ltd., 82-84 North End, Croydon, Surrey.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

SPRAY EQUIPMENT
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
PRESSURE JET MARKERS Ltd., 152 The Archers, Stamford Brook, London, W.6

TRACTORS
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
H. PATTISSON & CO., Ltd., Stanmore, Middlesex.

TURF AERATING APPLIANCES
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
H. PATTISSON & CO., Ltd., Stanmore, Middlesex.

WEED CONTROL
MAY & BAKER, Ltd., Dagenham, Essex.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

WEED CONTROL SPRAYING
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.

WORM KILLER
F. KEEP, Ltd., 82-84 North End, Croydon, Surrey.
T. PARKER & SONS, Worcester Park, Surrey.
SUTTON & SONS, Ltd., Reading.
A golfer's idea of drowning his troubles is to knock his golf balls into the lake.—Sidney Brody.
IT'S GETTING VERY LATE

MOWER REPAIRS
A modern works fully equipped with the latest automatic grinders. A complete range of modern machinery and staffed by experienced craftsmen constantly under the control of a fully competent and diligent works manager, devoting his whole time to the supervision of the mower repair department, enables us to offer a service

SECOND TO NONE

GOOD REPAIRS
FAIR PRICES
GOOD SERVICE

DELAY IS RISKY - BOOK AT ONCE

To avoid disappointment book your repairs NOW. Get your machines collected at once whilst there is still time to enjoy the finest workmanship and ensure that the machines are in your possession for perfect cutting when next season commences.

FOR COMPLETE SATISFACTION - CONSULT THE SPECIALISTS

T. PARKER & SONS (TURF MANAGEMENT) LTD
WORCESTER PARK, SURREY
TELEPHONE: DERwent 7791 (6 LINES)

PARKER FOR ALL MAKES AND TYPES
SALES — SERVICE — SATISFACTION
We looked at the Ankara Golf Course last month to see how sand greens worked. Members said they soon got the strength but were liable to hit the ball off the green when they went back to grass. Best results are obtained with local caddies who, when smoothing out the surface for their client, give an extra swish round the hole so that the ball will drop though inches off the line.

Needle matches tend to be won by the side with the best swisher. . . .

Thence to Aldeburgh, almost as dry this year as Turkey. J. Cassidy, who has been there for over thirty years, told us he had not mown his fairways since June.

Group Captain E. R. Berry is Secretary—Engineering is his speciality and he has found a new use for old Overgreens by removing every other blade from the Certes mowers and using the outfit on tees or elsewhere where a close but less fine cut is needed. The same idea has been used at Pannal. The Group Captain was there too. . . .

Members of the Llandeilo club in Carmarthenshire are visiting the new 100-acre site which they have bought for a new eighteen to replace their present nine. Enthusiasm for the game in South Wales is infectious and inter-club matches frequent. Thus there are several course extensions and transfers in this corner of Wales.

With land as cheap as £80 an acre in some areas a new course is a good deal more feasible here than in most English suburban areas. Of two very similar sites we have seen lately, likely to produce courses of the same length and quality, one cost £20,000 more than the other. Who said £1,000 a hole?
Having taken a look last month at the American attitude to the Greenkeeper's place in golf, as highlighted in their greenkeeping magazines, it might be interesting to go on by taking a look at some of the other subjects the American Head Greenkeeper is always being advised about.

One of the simplest and most wide-open of them is that of trees and shrubs on golf courses, or, as they put it, "beautifying the course." Once again, the responsibility for the whole subject is thrown firmly—almost harshly—upon the Head Greenkeeper, who seems to be expected to take responsibility for just about anything.

That's right, really, of course; for breathes there a greenkeeper anywhere who wants anyone else interfering with his course, without yielding to him as, at least, the final arbiter of what's done, where, how and when.

Over here we look rather differently at the subject of trees on courses. Our first interest is much more with their place as hazards and as shapers of holes than with their purely decorative effects. The two do combine, though: and combining them to best effect and purpose is something of an art.

**Using Native Trees**

First, what sort of trees and where? "Trees should blend with the landscape and native material is usually very desirable," says *The Greenkeepers' Reporter*. We could almost translate that as: "Use trees which grow readily on your ground, and put them where they look as if they belong." There's no doubt that this superficially over-simple advice is sound.

Think of all the courses where trees form, shape and provide special tactical hazards for play; and nearly all of them depend on trees growing naturally on the course, either with the holes designed around them, or with extra seedlings planted where the Greenkeeper thinks they can improve a hole. Often, the trees which have become a known and loved feature of the course have been self-sown from the seed carried by wind and bird from trees already around the course; and often they stand where they stand now simply because the Greenkeeper decided to let them grow where they started up.

**Stop and Think**

This can, in fact, be quite a point to bear in mind when carrying through the usual programme of trimming and clearing the rough, or even when trimming around existing bunkers. It's the work of a second to slice off a young tree four or five inches high, wherever it makes its own attempt on life. It may take a few seconds more to stop and think about it.

Of course, here conditions are on the Greenkeeper's side. If he lets it grow a bit, and then decides he doesn't like it there, he can always take it out. If he destroys it the moment it pops its little green nose up, then the choice is lost to him.

On the matter of trees, in fact, the Greenkeeper can always look ahead, maybe decades ahead (and he's probably the only man in the club who does). He's free to use his own imagination, and—especially if he is a keen golfer
Don't let your Atco's stand in the shed all winter without service. By sending to us regularly at this time of year you will be rewarded with a lifetime of reliable use.

You will also beat the rush when many users who have forgotten their mowers during the autumn send them in at the last minute, just before the grass starts growing, when inevitably our Service Department is inundated with work and cannot guarantee to return the machines as quickly as usual.

**INSPECTION AND ESTIMATE ON SITE**

An ATCO engineer will call and inspect your machine on site. He will give you an estimate and arrange for collection and return.
himself—to improve or embellish the course according to his own instincts for it.

There’s a lot to be said, of course, especially nowadays, for trees, or even a single tree, as a trouble-free hazard. A tree doesn’t normally have to be raked, trimmed, cut or replenished! And as a fair hazard to a wild shot—especially if it is kept clear underneath—it can be without equal.

A Seedling Saved

A tree in the corner of a dog-leg, for instance, can prove a tremendously effective addition to a hole. One of the best holes I know in Britain owes both its character and its challenge almost entirely to a single large birch tree which an old genius of a greenkeeper reprieved as a natural seedling in the twenties, and left standing within the corner of the left-hand dog-leg, twenty to forty yards beyond the length of a good drive. Its effect is immediate. Any drive pulled to the left of a large open fairway, away from some gorse and trees on the right, brings the timid player a fair reward of having to play a medium or long iron high over the tree, or else to hook the shot round it, or else to play safe to its right, which leaves him with a substantial chip to get his four. It’s a very beautiful tree, too, this one, as a single birch can often be: and if there was any move now to cut down that little seedling the imaginative old greenkeeper allowed to grow, there’d be near-revolution in the club!

Effective Hazards

Another advantage of trees, particularly trees like birch, beech, chestnut or holly, is that they can be kept clear underneath, so that any man can find his ball, but still remain wholly effective hazards; and in that they are better than thick grass or gorse. They can almost make a world of difference to the charm of a course if planted between adjacent holes, so that as they grow, you can no longer see players coming the opposite way up an adjoining fairway. Used thus, they can enclose a hole in its own world: which tends to make it a more individual and enjoyable one.

Trees can also be used in a challenging and slightly off-beat way. The drive to the 12th at Wentworth’s West Course, over the row of conifers, put even Arnold Palmer off his stroke this autumn: leading him to cock one up a bit and hook it into the woods on the left further on. There’s a single tree, too, somewhere near the middle of the first fairway at Rosemount, at Blairgowrie in Perth, where it serves much the same tactical purpose as some of the mid-fairway bunkers on the Old Course at St. Andrews.

A good tree or clump of trees can most effectively guard one side of the entrance to a green, too, to any shot from a more timid line of approach, or from the line a long hitter has to take to get up in two shots at a long hole. But here, as any Greenkeeper knows, you may need to be a bit canny about putting the trees close to the actual green. Apart from root troubles, it is apparently a fact that an average 18 ins. diameter tree has about 120,000 leaves. It’s not just the bother of clearing them off the green every autumn. It’s the wonderful meal they provide for worms, just where you don’t want to encourage the brutes!

Tree Nursery

The Americans seem to be all for each Greenkeeper making his own tree and shrub nursery: from which he can transplant chosen trees from year to year. In many of our bare courses, this may be an idea worth thinking about. But on most of them, one might guess, nature provides the nursery readily enough—wherever the rough grows thick and deep.

Which of our varieties are best for which sort of course is a matter of purely individual opinion. But, apart from the ever-present conifers of sand country, the ones which seem best to combine usefulness as hazards with beauty and grace might be: birch, beech, holly, chestnut, wild cherry and wild apple—easy enough to come by, all of them, as any boy knows who’s grown all of them from gathered seed: let alone the vast free nursery nature provides everywhere, on heath, woodland and even hedgerow.

Maybe it’s all a bit easier over here than in America, really.
"That was a Greenkeepers' dinner." Realising immediately that I had made a tactical error by identifying the occasion so promptly, I grabbed a piece of smouldering toast, said "This is strictly business" and hurried out of the room.

Strictly business? — Not strictly true! It was a pleasure to visit the 19th Exhibition sponsored by the National Association of Groundsmen at the Hurlingham Club Grounds. Friday, 1st October, was a delightful autumn day, just as the previous one had been. As usual greenkeepers formed a large proportion of the visitors and their greetings to each other and to the "reps" were sometimes frank and uninhibited but always as warm and sunny as the day itself.

I am told that over the two days the attendance was about 17,000, including four V.I.P.s from the Dutch Sports Federation, a party of Italians and many Commonwealth and foreign visitors.

Old Friends

Many of the ninety stands were occupied by machines, proved over the years to be as near perfect as machines can be. Polished, gleaming and unscarred, some perhaps with small modifications, they may have looked different, at first glance, to those in so many greenkeepers’ sheds, but they were the same old friends, tried and trusted.

Of the new machines, Messrs. Ransomes, Sims & Jeffries were showing their 86-inch Motor Triple, which is of especial interest to those who have steeply banked areas of grass to keep in order. Also on their stand was a newly designed frame for the J.5 quintuple gang unit mowers, clever in its simplicity.

As usual the stand of Messrs. T. Parker & Sons was the largest and most comprehensive in the show. They have now expanded their interests to supplying driving range equipment and are marketing the Berkshire Golf Ball Collector. This is an ingenious machine which, towed by a baby tractor or even a motor-cycle, is capable of picking up 1,000 golf balls each cylinder revolution.

Also of interest to those who have driving ranges was the "Auto-T" being demonstrated by Golf Improvements Ltd. This semi-automatic tee mat unit
is not for sale but can be rented at a reasonable annual cost. One of its advantages is that between trips to the Bahamas and signing his name on golf club heads, the overworked professional can sit while teaching—only a slight movement of one foot being required to release each ball on to the tee.

**Yellow Hose**

Messrs. F. W. Berk & Co. were introducing the Nobel Tricoflex plastic hose. This hose has a bright yellow opaque cover, resistant to sun and wear, and a smooth inner tube which, it is claimed, boosts water flow by 30%. Between these two tubes is the "knitted Tergal" reinforce which gives it its strength.

I was standing in the middle of Messrs. Horwool's stand thinking how popular I would be if I returned to the Club towing a Ryan Greensaire Aerator behind my little Fiat—or perhaps towing the Fiat behind the Aerator—that is, if I had £435 in my pocket, if . . . "How much is that mower?" I heard a voice behind me. The salesman gave the required information. "Oh, gawd!" the voice again, with such pathetic vehemence that for a moment I thought it must belong to the younger Steptoe, "They'd never buy me that! I'm the Head Greenkeeper at ——. They've never bought me a machine since I've been there!" He shuffled off the stand, a small, bowed figure muttering to himself. For me this was the one disturbing incident of the show. I cannot dismiss from my mind the thought of that poor fellow kneeling on the first tee, a pair of shears in his hand and forty blistering acres of clipping stretched out ahead of him.

**Open-air Classroom**

What a splendid open-air classroom this exhibition could be for teaching greenkeeper apprentices! All the knowledge, know-how, and wisdom of greenkeeping and groundsmanship concentrated in a relatively small area and readily imparted by the representatives of the various firms! It would be possible for apprentices to learn their craft in two days! Of course, each lad

---

**"SISIS" TURF MANAGEMENT EQUIPMENT**

**FOR SURFACE DRAINAGE AND ROOT FORMATION**

Avoid Water-logged Fairways this Winter

Improve Surface Drainage with a "SISIS" Heavy Duty Machine and also obtain Deeper Root Growth. Penetration 6" to 9".

Interchangeable Slitting and Cultivating Tines. Easily handled on Hydraulic Lift of Tractor.

Demonstrations on your ground can be arranged.

*Illustrated Brochure LL/F from:*

W. HARGREAVES & CO. LTD.,
HURDSFIELD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE
Telephone: Macclesfield 6363
would have to be a prodigy with an exceptional brain, a photographic memory and the stamina of an ox. Somewhere there must be young gentlemen with these qualifications . . . somewhere!?

They could learn most of what is worth knowing about turf, its cultivation and its protection on the stands of Messrs. Carters Tested Seeds Ltd., Cannock Agricultural Company Ltd. and Frank Keep (1958). Ltd. The knowledge thus assimilated being endorsed, summarised and supplemented, of course, by the mandarins of the Sports Turf Research Institute.

Tractors, mowers, piercers and a vast variety of machines could be sat on, crawled under, prodded, pulled, demonstrated and explained on the stands bearing such well known names as R. C. Craig, J. Gibbs, Thos. Green, W. Hargreaves, H. Pattison, Chas. H. Pugh and many others.

They could see the various methods of spraying water on the stand of British Overhead Irrigation Ltd. and of spraying weedkillers and insecticides by machines made by Pressure Jet Markers Ltd.

One new exhibit would, of course, have to be introduced—a stand showing the various types of golfers. It is essential that the young greenkeeper should knowing such well-known names as R. C. these by heart and how to deal with them—the Golfer Impatient Mk. 1, the Golfer Very Impatient Mk. 2, the Golfer Unreasonably Impatient Mk. 3 (the latter being the most common type), the Golfer Who Knows It All, the Golfer Without Etiquette. There are many others and new models are appearing every day.

Yes, it could be a very interesting course; the exhibition certainly was well worth the visit.

I wonder if the winner of 1 cwt. of hop manure in the grand raffle had to get home by public transport?

* * *

One of the new machines exhibited.
The Sisis Auto-Rotorake.
Photograph copyright, W. Hargreaves & Co. Ltd.

R.C. CRAIG
AND CO. LTD.

SPECIALISTS IN THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF ALL TYPES OF MOWERS
★ Agents for: RANSOMES, SIMS & JEFFERIES Ltd.
★ LLOYDS & Co. Ltd.
★ WEBBS LAWN MOWERS
★ Distributors: DENNIS BROS Ltd.
★ GANG MOWERS FOR HIRE

We will gladly call on you to advise on your grass cutting equipment or arrange demonstrations. Ring us now.

153 Arch Stamford Brook Station, LONDON, W.6.
RIVERSIDE 5415
News

from the Sections

WELSH

By S. A. Tucker

Chairman: M. Geddes
(36 Close Road, Morriston, Swansea, Glam.)

Hon. Secretary: S. A. Tucker

Autumn Tournament

OUR AUTUMN MEETING WAS HELD at the Llantrisant Golf Club with the permission of the Captain and Committee. We would like to express our sincere thanks to the following for the prizes we had for the competition:—Llantrisant Golf Club, including the Ladies’ Section; our President, Mr. I. G. Nichols; May & Baker; and Mr. T. E. Lloyd. It is a great help to us to get such support and make the competition a bigger success.

Here are the results:—The Cardiff Cup with Tankard went to G. Philips; 2nd, D. G. Lord, pair of shoes; 3rd, A. Price, holdall; 4th, T. E. Lloyd, pair of overtrousers; 5th, J. Martin, 6 golf balls. There was also a competition for the 19-24 handicap and the 1st prize was won by H. Fry, senior; 2nd prize, W. Hooker. The competition was over a 27-hole aggregate; the following figures were returned:—1st and Cup, net 96; 2nd, 106½; 3rd, 107½; 4th, 111; 5th, 115½; over 18 handicap: 1st, 115; 2nd, 122. These figures are all net.

Subscriptions

If there are any members who have not yet paid their subscriptions, will they please send them to Mr. M. Geddes, 23 Fenton Place, Porthcawl, as soon as possible as they are now many months overdue. Thank you.

New Members

We are pleased to welcome D. Gude of the Holywell Golf Club to our Section. He has just joined that club from the Southern Section and we all wish him well in his new job. We would like to express our thanks to John O’Gorman’s family for giving us a Cup in memory of their father. We shall be proud to play for it.

NORTH-EAST

Chairman: J. Simpson
(Hon. Secretary: Arcot Hall Cottage, Dudley)

By D. Earsman

Annual Tournament

OUR AUTUMN COMPETITION WAS played over the course of the Northumberland Golf Club on Thursday, 17th September, by kind permission of their Committee.

Results: The best scratch score, J. Hayes, Northumberland Golf Club, 149. The Ransome Cup was won by C. Moseley, Blyth, for the best net score, 149. Other prize-winners: R. Derham, 152; T. Green, 153; J. Simpson, 153; R. Hinson, 154; D. Grey, 158; S. Pope, 159; W. Brown, 160; A. Nutman, 161; T. Oliver, 162.

Our President, Mr. L. A. Jones, attended the presentation. In his speech he said how pleased he was with the membership of the Section. The prizes were kindly presented by Mr. Hilton, Captain of the Northumberland Golf Club, who said how pleased he was to welcome members of the Greenkeepers' Association. Our Chairman, Mr. J. Simpson, thanked the Committee for allowing us the use of the course, the Steward and Stewardess for the very enjoyable meals, W. Dixon, Professional, for the use of the caddy cars. He also congratulated Mr. R. Raine and his staff on the splendid condition of the course and thanked Mr. L. Lowery for his help with the cards.

New Members

We welcome to the Section the following new members: P. A. Bishop and T. W. Marr.

SOUTH-WEST

Chairman: G. Gilbert
(Hon. Secretary: G. Gilbert, Shamcastle G.C.)

By A. Cockfield

Annual Tournament

AFTER A LAPSE OF THREE YEARS the South West Section returned to Warminster for its Annual Tournament. This course, situated high on the Wiltshire Downs, is always a popular venue for any tournament in this area and we greenkeepers are no exception. The fine fescue turf is the most important ingredient of the course, it makes for easy walking, it never dries out as the hard seaside links or parkland clay courses do and although our visit came at the end of a very dry summer the ball never ran along the fair-
ways like the scalded cat. I believe that one fine summer's day the master, Bobby Locke, went round this course in 59, without doubt a record score. On our day weather conditions prevented records, for all day long players had to compete against strong S.W. gale force winds and squally showers. With scoring always difficult it was left to Barry Reeves, that promising young golfer from the South West, to spreadeagle the field in the morning with an excellent 75 gross. A score which under the conditions I'm sure Bobby Locke would have been more than satisfied to record. In the afternoon he was out in 34 and an even better score seemed possible, but unfortunately the strong winds had taken toll of his stamina and he had to be content with a 77 and a total of 152 gross. A very creditable performance for a hard day's work.

Leading net scores were as follows:—
1. B. Reeves, Long Ashton Golf Club, 144.
5. W. Night, Knowle Golf Club, 158.

Our Chairman, G. Gilbert, after thanking the club for their kindness in allowing us the use of the course and the temporary catering staff who had so adequately supplied the inner man, introduced the Captain who had kindly consented to present the prizes and say a few generous words on our behalf.


Subscriptions
A few are still outstanding.

New Member
We are pleased to welcome A. Stone of Lansdown Golf Club.
Autumn Tournament

OUR ANNUAL AUTUMN TOURNAMENT, held on Tuesday, 15th September, at the Denham Golf Club, attracted a very good entry. Seventy-six took part and although the morning started with rain it cleared up later for the afternoon round. This resulted in very good scores. The first prize was won by L. F. Miller and his partner, E. J. Wiggs, who returned a morning card with 37 points, and in the afternoon 45 points, making a total of 82; 2nd prize went to F. Dulake and partner, W. Farley, with a total of 80; G. Hitchcock and his partner, F. Brittin, with a total of 80 received the 3rd prize (the award for the second prize was on the best last nine holes).

Our President, Mr. J. Wallis Arthur, aided by Mr. D. Craig, Vice-President, presented the prizes, before which Mr. Wallis Arthur passed a vote of thanks to the Denham Golf Club for their welcome and congratulated them on the fine condition of the course in spite of the very dry spell. He remarked that although the Greenkeeper was not a member of our Association, he hoped he soon would be. He thanked the Steward and his staff for a most enjoyable luncheon and tea, and all the visitors who had taken part in the tournament who had, he felt sure, enjoyed the day as much as the Greenkeepers.

Lectures

Our next lecture will be given by Mr. R. Stafford Smith, representative to Pam Botanical Industries. Quite a number of our members will know Mr. Smith owing to his presence at most of our meetings when attached to Messrs. T. Parker & Sons. The lecture will take place on Wednesday, 11th November, at 6-30 p.m., at the Talbot Restaurant.

I am pleased to say also that Messrs. W. Hargreaves’ representative will be along on Wednesday, 9th December. Mr. A. Howe will probably be the speaker and the title suggested will be “The Mechanisation of Sports Management”. Arrangements will be made for one of the staff of Messrs. Parker & Son to give support. (Illustrated by colour slides.)

Sheffield Match.

IN THE ANNUAL MEETING BETWEEN the two sections 18 members of the Section were entertained by members of the Sheffield Section at the Wortley Golf Club, Stocksbridge, on Tuesday, 15th September.

After early heavy showers the afternoon was glorious. In the match for the "Slater Trophy" the Section were victorious for the first time.

Results

K. Driver and D. Storey halved with A. Spencer and E. Peate.
S. Smith and D. Roberts lost 2 down to R. Whitehead and G. Herrington.
A. Brabham and A. Money won 4 and 3 against J. Scott and J. Pickering.
A. Robertshaw and G. Bennison won 3 and 2 against R. Cooper and J. Lomas.
L. Sharp and P. Williams won by one hole against T. Stringer and A. Herrington.
H. Marshall and G. Garnett won 3 and 2 against J. Dearlove and J. Gillespie.

Following tea Mr. Stanley Smith received the trophy on behalf of the Section. Our thanks are due to the Sheffield Section, officials and staff of the Club for a most enjoyable afternoon.

New Member

We welcome to the Section Mr. M. A. Brown, 24 Brantcliffe Drive, Baildon (Northcliff Golf Club).

November Lecture

This will be held on Tuesday, 10th November, at the White Swan, Call Lane, Leeds, at 7-15 p.m. The speaker will be Mr. F. Mathews, D.H. (Edin.), F.Inst.P.A., of the Sports Turf Research Institute, whose subject...
will be “Trees on Golf Courses”. This is the first time we shall have had such a talk and it should prove most interesting. It is to be hoped that attendances will further increase at lectures this winter. Remember these talks are arranged for you.

**MIDLAND**

**By F. Cashmore**

Chairman:  
G. Hart  
(Chasmore)

Hon. Secretary:  
76 Four Oaks Common Road  
Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire.

**Visit to Atco Works**  
OWING TO ILLNESS I WAS UNABLE to be at the Atco Works on 17th September. In his report George Hart said that the members had a very pleasant and instructive afternoon. Under the guidance of Mr. K. Sargeson and his colleagues the party was shown and given explanation in detail of every process from the cutting, twisting, hardening and sharpening of the blades to the finished machine. This included making the rollers from a sheet of steel, the dipping and drying of various parts in green or red paint, also the shaping of the grass boxes.

One could not help being impressed by the quality of the materials used and the high standard of the workmanship.

Tea was provided in the staff canteen, where members were given a few words of welcome from Mrs. Rees, the Sales Director, and an invitation to return at a later date to enable anyone who had missed this visit to have another opportunity. George Hart responded on behalf of the Section, thanking the Atco directors for having us and Mr. K. Sargeson and colleagues for the trouble they had taken in making the visit so very instructive.

We also thank them for giving a copy of the photograph of the party to everyone present.

**Autumn Tournament**

I have not received the results of the Tournament at Stourbridge on 22nd September, I will get them in for next month. Reg. Pugh writes to say you had a very successful day and the weather could not have been better. He tells me that the Stourbridge Golf Club subsidised the meals to the value of £5, which made a substantial reduction to the amount members had to pay, for which we are extremely grateful. My thanks go to Reg. for taking charge of the proceedings and expressing the thanks of our Section to the Stourbridge Golf Club, Mr. T. Penn, President of Stourbridge Club for presenting the prizes and asking all to partake of a drink with him, Mr. Boulton, Chairman of the Greens, and Mr. Rowlands, the Secretary, Mr. Firkins, the Professional, for the use of his caddy carts, the Stewardess for her work in providing the excellent meals, and Mr. Large and his staff for the excellent condition of the course.

Our thanks to trade representatives who were present, Mr. W. Payne, of Ransomes, who as usual was responsible for the entire running of the tournament, Mr. K. Sargeson, Atco; Mr. D. Gooda, Tudor Mower Services and Messrs. Parker & Ballinger, also to all donors of prizes on which so largely depends the success of our tournament.

**Subscriptions**

While at home I have been checking up and I find that quite a lot of subscriptions are still outstanding, please will you let me have them as soon as possible.
Our Autumn Tournament

Our autumn tournament was played in glorious sunshine at the Longcliffe Golf Club. This is a tough course with fast running greens as no water is available and called for more skill than ever. The meeting was well supported with an entry of 24. Among those who paid us a visit during the afternoon we were very pleased to see Mr. Edmund Williamson, a past President of the Section, Mr. W. M. Youngs, Professional of Wollaton Park, who has joined us as Vice-President and Mr. Bert Parsons, who is making a good recovery after his illness early this year. Also joining the party was Mr. G. V. Lee of Leicester Horticultural Eng. Co.

The leading scores and prize-winners were as follows:

1st, S. Fretter, Kirby Muxloe, 1 down.
2nd, F. Oliver, Bulwell Hall, 2 down.
3rd, B. Mott, Kingsthorpe, 3 down.
4th, S. T. McNeice, Leicestershire, 5 down.
5th, R. W. Willars, Leicestershire, 6 down.
6th, J. B. Carrick, Northamptonshire, 6 down.
7th, P. McCarron, Leicestershire, 7 down.
8th, F. Frost, Derby Municipal, 7 down.
9th, D. Bull, Bulwell Hall, 7 down.
10th, A. Thornton, Wollaton Park, 7 down.
11th, S. Talbot, Wollaton Park, 7 down.
12th, J. R. Austin, Rushcliffe, 8 down.
13th, D. Whitehead, Wollaton Park, 9 down.

Highest number of holes lost, A. J. Knight, Northamptonshire, 17 down.

Our section chairman, Mr. F. Frost, on behalf of the Section thanked all who were concerned in helping to make this event so successful, saying we were indebted to the Committee of the Longcliffe Golf Club for allowing us the use of their course and thanking the Captain, Dr. A. H. Brambir, who very kindly presented the prizes. Mr. A. J. E. Cook (Vice-President) reiterated Mr. Frost's remarks and made special reference to the donors of the prizes who readily supported these tournaments in making contributions year after year.


Subscriptions

Mr. A. Thornton informs me that we still have seven members on our books who have not paid their subscriptions. We should be most grateful if these members would pay their dues; send it along now.
West Section

Autumn Tournament

BY COURTESY OF THE MILNGAVIE Golf Club, the West Section played their Annual Autumn Tournament over this course on 17th September. The members thank the club for their kindness and for the privileges shown them.

The scores were as follows:—

Scratch:
M. Travers (Gourock)=76.

1st Class:
D. McLellan (Elderslie) (8)=76.
R. Scott (Williamwood) (2)=78.
W. Millar (Irvine) (7)=79.

2nd Class:
R. Fitzpatrick (Kelmacolm) (16)=71.
R. McGrory (Erskine) (15)=72.
K. McNiven (Ralston) (11)=76.

3rd Class:
W. Colvin (Bodsie) (24)=69.
R. Meldrum (Kilmacolm) (18)=76.
F. Ainsworth (Airdrie) (24)=76.

Veterans:
L. Millar (Erskine) (4)=80.
J. Robertson (Troon) (4)=80.

Foursomes:
J. Wilson and M. Travers=37½.
L. Millar and R. McGrory=37½.

Trade Prize:
J. Scott (Cochrane)=32.
SITUATIONS VACANT

COWDRAY PARK GOLF CLUB REQUIRE working Head Greenkeeper of three for pleasant 18-hole golf course adjoining small town. Ideal for young, experienced man seeking promotion. Good wages with free modern unfurnished accommodation. Help given with removal expenses. Apply with full details including age, wages, etc., to the Agent, Cowdray Estate Office, Midhurst, Sussex.

WORTHING GOLF CLUB REQUIRE Head Greenkeeper to maintain two 18-hole courses on Sussex Downs. To a qualified and fully experienced man a generous salary will be paid. There is no living accommodation at present but an adequate allowance will be paid. Write in first instance giving details of past experience to The Secretary, Worthing Golf Club, Links Road, Worthing, Sussex.


GREENKEEPER REQUIRED for 9-hole course at Sidcup, Kent. No accommodation, but first class salary will be paid. Only men with first class experience need apply. Replies, please, to The Secretary, Sidcup Golf Club, Hurst Road, Sidcup, Kent.

SITUATIONS VACANT

GREENKEEPER WANTED, JANUARY, 1965—9-hole course in Bucks. Good salary, living accommodation, percentage of green fees, opportunity for trolley hire and sale of equipment. Would be advantageous if part-time stewarding would be undertaken. Write for interview, W. A. Deane, 6 Nugent Court, Chesham, Bucks.

WANTED — EXPERIENCED HEAD GREENKEEPER capable of taking over complete charge of course and machinery. Must be fully qualified in all branches. State salary expected. Give full qualifications and references. Apply: The Secretary, Cork Golf Club, Little Island, Co. Cork.

MISCELLANEOUS

Professionals and Greenkeepers having stocks of used golf balls contact Sparkbrook Golf Ball Co., 295 Highgate Road, Stoney Lane, Birmingham, with a view to filling export orders.

Guiding hand for Mower Buyers

LINE OF SKILL
Skilled workmanship ensures trouble free mowing.

LINE OF DEPENDABILITY
You can depend on us to keep your mower in perfect working order.

LINE OF FRIENDSHIP
You can count on helpful advice and friendly service from R & K.

LINE OF TRUST
Only the best and most trustworthy machines are sold by R & K.

You will find Relf & Kendall have all these qualifications. Always ready to help whether you’re buying new equipment or requiring complete servicing.

IT’S EXPERIENCE THAT COUNTS

The Relf & Kendall 2 plus service gives you

1  Exchange Assembly Service of engines, cutters, gear boxes, magnetos, etc.
2  Express workshop facilities, delivery of spares.

Ransomes
Authorised service repair agents.
Sales, spares and service.

Officially appointed service depot for

Villiers & JAP

Industrial and agricultural engines

Main agents and distributors for Clinton Engines, spare parts and service exchange assemblies now available from stock.

Main agents and distributors to Briggs and Stratton (Engine manufacturers)

RELF AND KENDALL
406 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY. CRO 0578
11 STATION ROAD, NEW BARNET. BARNET 8228

Official London area distributors to Ransomes, Sims & Jeffries for specialist machines.

Agents for Ransomes, Dennis, Shanks, Greens, Aico, Lloyds and Allen Motor Scythes.
Parkers are the people to consult whenever any problem in turf management is encountered, for they are specialists in every department of ground maintenance and in the operation of all modern equipment. Parkers, too, are indisputably the largest stockists of turf management equipment in the United Kingdom. Call in Parkers whenever a problem arises.

- Blenders of "Verdant" grass seeds and fertilizers
- Manufacturers of "Perfecto" golf-course equipment
- Specialist London distributors and approved repairers for Ransomes and Hayters
- "SISIS" main distributors
- New Nets, Netting repairs and re-treatment in conjunction with Proctor Nets Ltd.

A SPECIALIST SPARES AND MAINTENANCE SERVICE IS AVAILABLE FOR MOWERS AND ALL TURF EQUIPMENT FROM OUR MODERN WORKS.